
                  

 
 

 
Orange-tip butterfly on cuckoo flower, photo by S. Rutherford 

This photograph was taken last year along the Silkstone Waggonway. Orange-tips lay their eggs on this flower 
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"We’re going to Canada; would you like to come with us?" 
A question that took very little thinking about, but 15 months to wait for! 
Joining my sister Katherine, brother-in-law John and two teenage nephews Ben & Lewis, it was always going to be 
more of a family holiday than a wildlife one, but that didn’t stop us thinking about what we hoped to see. Moose, 
Elk, Bears, Raccoons and Eagles were high on the list. 
 

 
Lake Louise 

  

After a long day travelling, our first glimpse of Canada through hazy sunshine looked amazing as we made our way 
to our first hotel. Just enough time to grab a bite to eat before collapsing into bed ready for a full day to explore. 
With only one day in Banff, we had to fit in as much as possible. A trip to Melissa's Steakhouse for breakfast and we 
were set for the day. Starting off with a walk through the park to Bow River, which we followed along until we 
reached Bow falls. We'd looked at what birds we might see while here, with species looking very similar to UK 
birds, but with different names - Red breasted Nuthatch, - Black-capped Chickadee (Coal Tit) and brown creeper 
are just a few we saw along the way and also a few friendly Squirrels. 
 
We had a little rest here at the bottom of the falls soaking up the view nestled between mountains, with sounds of 

the river rushing by. We made our way back to the car and headed to Sulphur Mountain. As we were making our 

way from the car park to the base camp for a gondola ride to the top, we spotted American Robin and Varied 

Thrush. The gondola ride was an experience! It's about this moment that you really need to know if you are good 

with heights or not! Luckily the heights weren't the problem, but the rocking and swaying of the gondola was 

scary! Especially with an overexcited Kev "taking in the views"! 

 
 
 
 



 

     
                                             American Robin                                                                                                Varied Thrush 
 
At the top we were treated to hazy but beautiful views of Banff below us. A haze we found out was actually smoke 

pollution from nearby Forest fires. A mountain Goat was grazing near the visitors centre, and numerous ground 

Squirrels were running around as well as Grey Jays hopping about pinching crumbs dropped by visitors. Leaving 

Kath and John to rest, we took Lewis and Ben with us to climb the rest of the way to the summit. The views were 

great but still hazy. We then headed back down on the gondola which wasn't quite as shaky until reaching a 

suspension tower but still no Bears or Eagles to be seen out of the window though. 

From here we moved onto Banff's Cave and Basin, a national historic site with a hot spring and basin where hot 

water seeps from the rocks and the cave smells of sulphur and other minerals. Here there were a lot of dragonflies 

over the bubbling hot spring and a chipmunk running around. Here we had crisps and cake washed down with a 

latte before moving onto Lake Minnewanka, a beautiful place where we walked for a while watching lots of ground 

squirrels, some of which weren't afraid to come and see you. 

 

         
                                                             Mountain Goat                                                                             Grey Jay                                                              

 

A full day sightseeing, time for tea and bed - another day of travelling await us. 

Melissa's for breakfast, car packed up and off to Lake Louise. From the car park we boarded a typical yellow School 

bus to take us onward to the lake. On this journey as we were almost at the lake there were cries of "Bear...Bear!" 

with faces squashed against the windows we had our first glimpse of black Bear, as it stepped into the stream that 

ran down the side of the road, it was only a quick glance, but that was Bear ticked off our list of things to see! 

 

Lake Louise is a beautiful place, somewhere I would have loved to have gone hiking around if we'd had the time, 

but for this visit - a walk from one side to the other and back to the bus with a much needed ice cream was all we 

managed. Pictures do not do this place justice, as the view opens up through the trees it really is a grand place. 



Whilst here we saw Columbian Ground Squirrel (Kev's cries of Alan, Alan, Al, Alan were lost on the locals though), 

we were treated to a Golden-Crowned Kinglet feeding its young in a pine tree for a while which was lovely to sit 

and watch. Chestnut-backed chickadee flocking with black-capped chickadees and our first sighting of a Stellars Jay 

- a beautiful deep blue and black bird. 

 

    
                                          Ground Squirrel                                                                                                Golden-Crowned Kinglet 
 

From Lake Louise our journey went a tad wrong and instead of driving through Banff National Park, we were on 

the wrong road to Golden, when we turned around we had added 2 hours to our journey. On a plus note we saw big 

horned sheep, but now with fewer stops planned, we wanted to get to Jasper before nightfall. 

 

   
                                              Big Horned Sheep                                                                                     Horse Riding in Jasper 
 

Once in Jasper and at our accommodation for the next 3 nights, Patricia Lake Bungalows looked beautiful. Time to 

unpack, unwind and rest ready for more adventures. 

Up, and after shopping in Jasper (where the smoke pollution was that much worse you could taste it) it was off to 

Jasper riding stables, for us to go horse riding! All saddled up, me on Copper, Kev on Elmo, the next hour was an 

amazing (if painful!) experience. The smoke once again spoiling views down into the Athabasca River valley and of 

the mountain ranges, but round about us evidence of bears was pointed out to us with numerous scratches on 

trees visible. The forest around us looked beautiful with lots of the trees looking like autumn had arrived, but their 

copper colour was not down to a change in season, but a beetle. The Mountain Pine Beetle had affected a vast 

amount of trees, and was slowly killing them off. Almost back to the stables and a wildlife sighting to tick off our list 

- Elk. A beautiful female elk stood feeding on nearby bushes. 

 

Once back at the stables and off our horses, knowing Elk were around, we decided a walk would be a good choice 

to see what else we could find. For a good mile or two the answer was nothing much. It was so different to walking 

around our woodlands with hardly any bird song to be heard. With John waiting for a new knee, he was beginning 



to struggle so the four of them turned round to walk the path we'd come and head back to the car. Kev and I liking 

our adventures decided to walk the path further and return to the bungalows on foot. 

Not even a minute of our group separating and our adventure got amazing yet scary! As we passed across a raised 

walkway over a dried stream there was a snap! And bushes moving...... pausing, intently listening, the only thing we 

could hear was the thudding of our own heartbeats. We knew something was there but couldn't see what had 

hidden from us. We silently made our way up the hill where we hoped we could flush whatever it was out, when I 

finally spotted it! 

 

         
Black Bear!! 

 

"Bear! Kev it’s a Bear!" I loudly whispered. CLICK!! Kev's camera was out! Kev managed to crouch and get a few 

photos of it, while I continued to back silently up the hill. But this wasn't just a lone bear. Crack! Grunt! CLATTER! 

two cubs shot up a nearby tree and suddenly Mummy bear wasn't feeling photogenic anymore. A few heavy grunts 

whilst she walked directly for us were enough to provoke a hasty retreat. A close encounter we really weren't 

expecting. From this moment on we could have outdone the noise of a rock concert, all quiet bush craft went out of 

the window, as noise can keep bears away! One brush with them was enough for one day. 

 

The next day saw us up early and into rowing boats on Patricia Lake, where we'd hoped we'd spot wildlife along 

the shoreline. Unfortunately though, the noise and squeaks that were coming from the oars against the boat made 

sure there was nothing around. It was still a great experience though, and I have no idea how we all managed to 

stay dry! 

 

       
Patricia Lake 

 



Back into the car and a visit to Beaver Boardwalk was a lovely walk but there wasn't any sign of the Beavers 

themselves, other than plenty of felled trees making up their home and little dams everywhere. The nature area 

was home to many things, and upon reading the advisory safety board’s it made you a little worried to be there - 

tips on how to survive Bear or Cougar attacks! Information that we should maybe have used earlier, but we were 

now hardened to the Canadian wildlife. That said it didn't stop a Golden Labrador emerging from the bushes 

frightening the living daylights out of us for a second or two! The boards had also shown commonly found 

footprints - very useful as we were later able to pick out what could only be Wolf prints in the mud. Another 

sighting of Stellars Jay and then a bird call I'd only heard a couple of times before - Cedar Waxwing - a flock of them 

in the tree above us, a fantastic sight to see. 

 

       
                                                      Information Board                                                                                               Elk at Side of Road 

 

After a bite to eat we headed off to Maligne Canyon. On our way we saw more Elk grazing at the side of the road, 

but once at the canyon our visit was soon rained off. 

 

Saturday morning came and with it a change. The rain had cleared the smoke! Suddenly we were surrounded by 

mountains that we hadn't seen our whole trip! It made the 4 hour drive back to Banff a whole lot better being able 

to see scenery that wasn’t there on our way up! Stopping off at different viewpoints, the journey back was lovely, 

getting us back in time to do some shopping before tea and a visit to Two Jack Lake. Here we found Columbian 

ground squirrel (This time Ben and Lewis got it! locals still appeared confused!) there was also Osprey flying 

slowly over the lake. 

 

The next leg of our adventure saw us driving to Calgary airport again where on route we saw a Wolf! A fleeting 

glimpse of one on a banking looking out over the fields, but an unexpected amazing spot! 

 

Our flight to Vancouver Island was a short one, but once there we'd found summer! With the smoke pollution now 

gone, temperatures had suddenly risen! 

 

We had a week in a beautiful beach house with swimming pool and hot tub, and a week where we would relax 

while having little trips out still to sight see. Our first evening there and we didn't even have to leave the house; a 

family of deer were around the fence and in the neighbours back garden. 

 

We experienced the partial solar eclipse, visited Filberg Park, Heritage forest, Parksville where we went onto the 

beach looking for Sand Dollars and Purple Starfish. Seal bay Nature Park where surprisingly there were lots of 

Seals! Coombs, goats on the roof, and a game of mini golf where I kicked Kev's butt!!  

 

We visited Campbell River where we finally saw Bald Eagles and a Kingfisher! We went to Elk Provincial Park 

where we walked across the suspension bridge, and around the park, seeing the Elk Falls, Deer Falls and Moose 

Falls. A beautiful place. Once we got back to the car a deer stepped out of the bushes right in front of us. 
 



          
                                                  Bald Eagle                                                                                                     Banded Kingfisher 

 

Our last full day at the house and we were up early to go snorkeling with seals! Or so we thought! On the boat we 

were speeding off down the Georgia Straight when someone shouted "Whale!" Amazing, Humpback whale right at 

the side of our boat! 

Pulling up to a little island, we weren't going to be snorkeling with seals - we were snorkeling with sea lions! Stellar 

sea lions! 

 

        
                                                Sea Lions                                                                                                     Hump-back Whales 
 

Geared up and in the water it was an amazing yet terrifying experience. Apparently due to an algae bloom, visibility 

was non-existent. You could feel the sea lions swimming around you, but not actually see them. Until you reached 

the island where the water was only a foot or two deep, you could see nothing. I couldn't wait to get back on the 

boat! 
 

                 
             View from our apartment over Vancouver City 

A week at the beach house over, the next and final leg of 

our trip saw us going to Vancouver, where city life was 

so different to what we'd just got used to. 

 

We were now staying in a lovely apartment 43 floors up, 

giving us amazing views over the bay and city. 

Our first day there we walked around Stanley Park 

hoping to see Raccoons, but we didn't, so a visit to 

Vancouver Aquarium helped fill the day instead. As dusk 

fell with still no raccoons, what we did see was skunks, 

and lots of them! 

 



 

Our last sightseeing trip was to Grouse Mountain where it was time for another gondola ride, this time thankfully 

not as scary as the first one. Once up the mountain, the lumberjack show was so entertaining - full of skill and 

cheesy jokes, but a great laugh and an experience to watch. 

 

       
                             Captive Grissly Bears                                                                                                          Skunk 

 

A 'Birds in Motion' show gave us great close ups of some amazing birds including Golden Eagle, Red Tailed Hawk, 

and a Vulture who didn't do as he was told and flew off down the mountain! 

The two resident/captive Grizzly bears, Koola and Grinder, were beautiful to observe, and while doing so, a wild 

Black bear and her cubs were seen further up the mountain! 

 

Our time there soon came to an end - time to go home. We didn't see moose or raccoons, so we're just going to have 

to save up and go again in hope of seeing them next time! 

All in all though, it was an amazing experience and a beautiful place to go.  

                                     
 
   More from Kevin’s Album (his photos are so good after all!) 
 

              
                                               Deer                                                                                    Yellow Rumped Warbler             

 



                
                                                                Pileated Woodpecker                                                   Eastern Comma Butterfly   

                                                       

             
                                              Painted Lady Butterfly                                                                                          Ground Squirrel 

     

                            
                                                                 Clark’s Nutcracker                                                                         Sunset at Comox on Vancouver Island                                 

 
 

 



Welcome Aboard. It’s going to be a Long Journey! 
By Moira Beaumont ABNA 

 
Well it all began in 2016 when I finally decided after 27 years that I really needed a new challenge. I created my 
previous garden from scratch and was so sad to leave but the steep slope was becoming unmanageable. It held a lot 
of beautiful memories, especially in the planting, but life has to move on and so have my ideas on creating a new 
wildlife habitat. This has of course been totally influenced by my involvement with the excellent South Yorkshire 
branch of the BNA. 
 

     
                                         My previous garden on the steep slope                                                New garden – immaculate! (but overgrown!)                                             

Photos by M. Beaumont 

 
My first priority in the search for a new home had to be a flat garden. Orchard View in Notton was everything I 
wanted and more but the garden was devoid of any wildlife. I knew I had my challenge. 
 

Initially I had to encourage the birds and I placed lots of feeders outside my lounge window.They very quickly 
arrived. Every day I have all the usual garden birds but also a family of pheasants that come in most days for their 
raisins. My highlights last year were a pair of willow warblers, greenfinches and my beautiful flock of long tailed 
tits which feed regular as clockwork morning and evening. 

 

                       
                                              The starting of the cutting back                                                           Long-tailed tits on the feeders                                           

Photos by M. Beaumont 
 

The garden itself when I first moved in looked absolutely immaculate as it would if you had the service of a full 
time gardener (which I don’t). It consisted of nothing but conifers and hebes all overgrown with only a couple of 
centimetres of greenery showing and the remainder just bare branches. Some of the conifers to be removed were 
as tall as the house. Colour was non existent, nothing to attract wildlife. So the majority had to be hacked down to 
enable me to start from scratch. I rescued several beautiful acers, maple trees and a huge fir tree which I have 
recently found out provides a home for the goldcrests. Obviously this was not something I could tackle and 



employed Steve, a qualified horticulturist, to give me help and advice. I did try to stay quiet and out of his way. 
(Honestly! Well, what do you think?) It took him nearly a week to bottom the garden durng which I discovered a 
beautiful old “Dutch” wall at the bottom of my garden which had been totally covered with brambles and ivy, now 
planted with varieties of trailing plants. 
 
Once I had my  blank canvas it was time to concentrate on planting and I couldn’t wait! I had lived in my parents 
empty house for nearly a year before moving to Notton and dug up lots of plants/bulbs so I would always have a 
piece of my Dad (deceased) with me.  I also scrounged a lot from friends as I do like my plants to have provenance. 
I kept buckets of plants from my old house so they have had quite a journey. I just couldn’t leave them behind. 
Whenever I visit friends they always give me something to take away. As you all know I volunteer at Old Moor and 
befriended the wildlife gardener there. He has  provided me with seedlings from his garden. I’ll accept plants from 
anyone and anywhere so please feel free to contribute. 
 

I cannot start to name all the plants I have acquired over the last year but needless to say they are all there to 
encourage the wildlife. I tried to choose plants with different flower forms as I know different insects can be very 
particular about their food sources. Also most of my plants tend to be pinks, purples and blues as these colours in 
particular tend to attract the insects. I have scattered lots of wildflower seeds but I will have to wait until the 
spring to see what emerges. I particularly like Viper’s Bugloss, Green Alkanet, Foxgloves, Aquilegias and 
Pulmonaria for their beautiful colours. 
 
 Of course I have also spent a lot on plants and I have discovered two excellent, family run local nurseries. Here are 
just a few of my favourites which I am sure most of you will recognise. Marjoram, Thyme, Comfrey, Cranesbill, 
Bugle, Honesty,Verbascum, Verbena Bonariensis,   Erysimum (Bowles Mauve), Japanese anemone, Salvia, Sedum….. 
I could go on forever! 
Lavendar is a must in any wildlife garden and I will be planting lots of different varieties this year.  
When we demolished the garden I also discovered two hidden rockeries so a couple of friends came over and 
helped me rebuild them. Thank you David and Sam. One of my favourite plants is Heuchera so one of these 
rockeries is filled with lots of different varieties and the other rockery is in the shade and quite damp so I have 
planted different varieties of Hosta and Astilbe. Not all the planting is for the wilflife, some of it is for me! 
 

                     
The Heuchera bed and the Acers photos by M. Beaumont 

 
As my house was built on old farm land which had an orchard I had visions of a mini orchard. So with more help 
from Steve I planted two apple trees, a Victoria plum and two crab apples. Hope they make it through the winter! 
 
Next, the pond!! I looked in several books and knew exactly what I wanted and just where it would go. Enter Steve 
again! It was so exciting watching him create the pond from the description I gave him and when completed far 
exceeded my expectations. Again, I did try to stay away but I was very excited! He managed all the teas and biscuits 



though which I took out for him (as an excuse). I know nothing at all about water gardens so this is my next 
learning curve. Inow need to establish a centre that specialises in aquatic plants. It has no wildlife in it yet and that 
is hopefully something that will change in spring. Yet again I will be scrounging from friends. Any offers gratefully 
received! 
 

 
The pond in progress photo by M. Beaumont 

 

I could go on much longer and given a much more detailed list of my planting but I can do that when you all come 
visiting! Everyone has to do the garden tour whether they want to or not! I can’t wait until spring/summer to find 
out if all the hard work has been worthwhile. 
 
This is only the start and it’s going to be a long journey!! 

 
Moth Love Songs 
By David Hughes 

 
This little snippet came to me in the enews of Butterfly Conservation which I cannot recommend highly enough.  
 
You don’t have to join them and it only comes monthly with only the most low key requests for support but it’s full 
of stuff like the following: 
“We all know that birds sing to attract mates, but some moths also sing as part of courtship. However, this is not 
necessarily the romantic serenade one might imagine. The males of the Asian micro-moth (Ostrinia furnacalis) trick 
the females, who cannot distinguish the song from the hunting calls of bats. The male’s song therefore causes the 
female to freeze (predator avoidance behaviour), significantly increasing his chance of mating with her. This is not 
always the case though. In a species of footman moth (Eilema japonica), the females can distinguish between the 
ultrasonic calls of amorous males and hungry bats.” 
 

 
 

If you are even vaguely interested I recommend signing up for the newsletter on their website at butterfly-
conservation.org 



All those numbers at the AGM what does it tell us…? 
By Mark Dudley MBNA 

 
It was back in issue 13 of the South Yorkshire newsletter Autumn/Winter 2015 when I last wrote in any depth 
about the records and briefly in the BNA newsletter Spring/Summer 2016 ‘A Year in a Garden’, so I thought it was 
time for an update. Those that attended the AGM on the 6th January at WGC will be aware of the numbers already, 
but this article gives me an opportunity to go into a little more depth to try to explain the value those records give 
both locally and nationally. 
 
The main base of the S. Yorkshire branch is Wentworth Garden Centre where the group gets free and unrestricted 
access to record fauna and flora around the site, to do moth trapping, pond dipping, and other such surveys which 
would be difficult to do at other sites the group visits. The total number of species listed in newsletter issue 13 was 
576; the number is now 711, an increase of 135 in two years. There have been some interesting sightings within 
those 2 years including flyovers of Osprey (Pandion haliaetus) and Red Kite (Milvus milvus), fungi such as the  
Fringed Earth Star (Geastrum fimbriatum), Micro-moths like the Garden Cosmot (Mompha subbistrigella), the 
Patchwork Leaf Cutter Bee (Megachile centuncularis) and from 2016 something very special to me a Dark-horned 
truffle (Cheilosia scutellate), a little black hoverfly, along with a Purple hairstreak (Celastrina argiolus), a Hornet 
(Vespa crabro) and a beetle known as the Half-trap ground beetle (Loricera pilicornis). 
 
All records have been recorded from a diversity aspect, if the species is seen then it is added to the list, volume is 
not relevant only the date and month it was recorded. This method, known as monthly Pan-species listing, allows a 
comparison to be made of what's known as a monthly diversity plot showing the time of year the specimen is seen 
against visits made, see graphs below. 
 

     
.Chiffchaff seen at WGC (left) compared to BTO records (right) 

 
 

           
Long tailed tit seen at WGC (left) compared to BTO (right) 



 
What these graphs show is that our records mirror the same trends collated from thousands of recorders feeding 
information into the British Trust for Ornithology (BTO). The sightings of the Chiffchaff peak in April and May and 
then decline through to July before another peak in September. Is it coincidental that even with only 4 years of 
WGC records that it mirrors the BTO - of course not? It follows the same trends because it reflects the breeding 
season of the Chiffchaff and the probability of not only seeing but hearing the bird as it returns from its wintering 
grounds. Once it’s bred the bird becomes a little more secretive and may only be seen rather than heard, until when 
again it becomes more active in its search for food as it fuels up for the journey south, thus increasing its 
probability of being seen. The problem with this method of recording is its very much dependent on number of 
visits made to a site, and that they are regular and monthly at least. Unfortunately, I cannot derive the same 
distribution graphs for other taxonomic groups basically because we don’t have enough data spread over the 
calendar year, but we will with a few more years of data. 
 
Another way to look at the data is based on the number sightings as a percentage of visits and plotting this over 
years. The results below show for the Starling that there has been a big drop off this year compared with the 
Nuthatch or Goldfinch, the latter doing slightly better. The Greenfinch which is known nationally to be suffering a 
decline due to protozoan parasite Trichomonosis seems in this last year to have declined much more than it did in 
2015, but then recovered in 2016; let’s hope it has a similar recovery next year. 

 

        
 

        
 
 
As the moth graphs show below it would seem that the Large Yellow Underwing and Herald Moth populations are 
crashing, but they are probably not and it’s just we have done proportionally less moth trapping this year than last 
year, even comparing with 2015 when we were putting out Month traps monthly. These can be adjusted by 
collating the records to the number of moth trapping sessions, something I need to consider going forward as until 
I put this article together I had not thought about it in this way, so you have to be careful how you interpret the 
data. 
 

 
 
 



 
 

        
 
The next type of graphs we can derive from the data is the months the species are seen. Here I have used a bird, a 
hoverfly, a moth, and a bee to create a bar chart against the month of year seen; this can be compared with 
identification books which will tell us if we are finding this species in the typical or atypical months. 
 
 

 
 
Redwings are a common winter visitor and most books indicate sightings from Sept to Apr so apart from the early 
and late sightings our results follow the same pattern. The Peppered moth according to Townsend and Waring, 
2011have a flight season early May to late August so again our results concur. The Grey spotted hoverfly a typical 
garden visitor, only second in numbers seen to the Marmalade hoverfly (Episyrphus balteatus), are listed in Ball 
and Morris 2013as late March to early September so we don’t see it early season, that does not mean to say it’s not 
there. Maybe I will go to WGC next year during those missing months to determine if it can or cannot be found. The 
Hairy-footed flower bee according to various sources emerges from hibernation in late February and can be seen 
around lungwort until May, again our records agree with those books. This is proving to be a successful way to use 
the data we are collecting, however again more years of records will make this more data-rich from which to 
derive more interpretation. Collecting this information over several years allows you to identify trends, for 
example comparing first and last month the species was recorded and then comparing with the previous year to 
see if the same pattern is observed or whether it has changed. A shift in the months of observation could be an 
indicator towards climate change or it could just be seasonal variations, only if these records are collated over 
many years will these trends become obvious and significant. 
 
As the group has ventured further afield the records have had to adapt to a different methodology of recording. 
This is where I have invested most time this year with the records including backdating to visits made in 2014. At 
the AGM I specified the number of species seen across all the sites visited in 2017 programme as 593 unique 
species. Once I had set up the database this was relatively easy to calculate from the lists collated at each event 
then cross referenced with other sites visited that year and only counting the sighting once. There is no record 
taken of the month, except from the date in my sightings note book. Most sites visited are annual, so the monthly 
trend graphs illustrated above are impossible to derive. If a site is visited again in another year the list can be 
compared and, if seasonal variations are taken into consideration, the list can give an indication of what is expected 
to be found in the area. Using this data as we visit sites across the country a geographic distribution map can be 
plotted. See below two species compared against the National Biodiversity Network (NBN) data maps, which like 
the BTO relies on records submitted through record offices, members and iRecord for its results. 
 

Common Name Species Name Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Redwing Turdus iliacus

Peppered Moth Biston betularia

Grey Spotted hoverfly Platycheirus albimanus

Hairy Footed Flower Bee Anthophora plumipes



                
  
 Dark horned truffle Cheilosia sightings by S. Yorkshire BNA (left) compared to the NBN database (right). The 
sighting at WGC mirrors the records sent to Rotherham biological records in the 80’s confirming it is still in the 
area, even if those were more towards Doncaster.  

 

              
 
The Tree Bumblebee sightings by S. Yorkshire BNA (left) compared to the NBN database (right). This bee was first 
recorded in 2001 in Wiltshire and from there has continued to spread north. We have now spotted it in all our 
Yorkshire counties but would need to check with Steve and Pauline if they have found it in Northumberland and 
Scotland because the group did not see it on our visits. 
 

As we visit more sites over the years this distribution of species list will expand and become no doubt more like the 
NBN database, we may even find species that haven’t been recorded in the S. Yorkshire area previously like the 
rare shouted hoverfly (Rhingia rostrata) which I discovered a few years ago was the most northerly record. The 
NBN is eventually where our records go when submitted either by myself or through the many trusts we pass 
records onto like the Barnsley and Rotherham Biological records or the Wildlife trusts. 
 

The total number of species we have seen across the four years visiting sites as far as Scotland dropping in on 
Northumberland as well our local patch in Yorkshire comes to 1488 species of flora and fauna. Let’s hope this 
year’s programme gives us many more, but if it doesn’t I look forward to sharing with you at the next AGM any 
other significant trends or patterns which can be concluded from the data. If you would like to get involved in 
adding the records into one of the national databases please give it ago, I have provided links which will help 
below. Alternatively send your data from your excursions onto me so I can feed it into our database, as you can 
hopefully see it does provide some valuable data for us to analyse and use. 
 

Links to recording Websites 
British Ornithology Trust:  http://www.bto.org/ 
IRecordhttps://www.brc.ac.uk/irecord/ 
Pan-species Listing http://www.brc.ac.uk/psl/home 
National Biodiversity Network https://nbnatlas.org/ 
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A Day with the British Trust for Ornithology 

Di Farrar MBNA 
 
During a recent trip to the Brecklands, close to the Norfolk/Suffolk border, I was lucky enough to spend some time 
watching the fantastic work carried out by the BTO.  Lee and Rachel Barber, who are both fully trained ‘Class A’ 
bird ringers, were working in a privately owned garden situated close to farmland and woodlands.  Lee also has 
extra qualifications, which means that he can train bird ringers and he is responsible for around 3000 bird ringers 
across the country. He collates all the information sent to him and enters this onto the BTO database. 
 
Ringing is carried out by skilled people who give the birds’ welfare utmost consideration. This can only be learnt by 
practice for at least one to two years under the supervision of experienced ringers. Several skills are needed to be 
learnt, which include the safe and efficient handling of birds, identification, ageing, measuring and keeping of 
records.  The BTO ringing scheme maintains extremely high standards of bird welfare and scientific data and a BTO 
ringing permit is a legal requirement which has to be renewed annually.  Bird ringing is an important scheme and 
started over 100 years age, with the main focus of studying migration and dispersal, today, it’s primarily to gain 
information on population change.  The collection of ringing data is an ongoing process, the results tell us what is 
happening now and how this compares to the past. 
 
Mist nets were erected between poles earlier in the day in several areas of the garden; these are designed to catch 
birds in flight. Birds are collected from the nets at regular intervals, placed in individual cotton bags and taken to 
be checked over, ringed and recorded.  Lee made the handling of birds look very easy, holding them firmly enough 
so that the bird cannot move around and doesn’t harm itself.  He then took measurements of wings, checked the 
feather density, aged and sexed the bird before placing it in a container the correct size for that bird and weighed it 
whilst Rachel recorded all the information.  By turning the bird over and gently blowing its tummy to ruffle the 
feathers, the amount of fat density can be seen, this information is also recorded. When all this has been completed, 
which takes only a few minutes, a ring with its unique number and an address is attached to the bird’s leg. If the 
ring or the bird is found at a later date then the BTO can establish how old the bird is, how far it has travelled and 
migration patterns to or from breeding or wintering areas. For example, a ringed Lesser Redpoll (Carduelis 
cabaret) was captured with information that this bird has been ringed on 21/2/2017 at Clumber Park in 
Nottinghamshire at 8am. 
 

        
Dunnock and Greenfinch 

Photos by D. Farrar 

 
It was a lovely experience having the birds so close and seeing the plumage we usually don’t see.  I don’t think I’d 
ever really noticed the grey nasal bristles of a Goldfinch (Carduelis carduelis) or just how attractive and sleek a 
Dunnock (Prunella modularis) is, and not just a drab brown bird. It was also great to see the size differences of 
birds close up. Long-tailed Tits are tiny, weighing an average of 7-9 grams, whilst a Chaffinch (Fringilla coelebs) 
could weigh between 18-29 grams. 
 
 



          
Blue tit and long-tailed tit 

Photos by D. Farrar 

 
The birds are set free as soon as the records have been completed but the Long-tailed Tits (Aegitholos caudatus) 
are released in groups as this is how they spend their time. 
 
It was predominately woodland birds that were captured on the day; Lee explained that there had not been much 
movement as the weather had not yet been cold enough. In total 109 birds were captured which included some 
that had previously been ringed.  The owner of the garden kindly made delicious soup for the ringers and other 
people who had experienced this day, so the lunch break made it even more enjoyable!  

 

View from a Comfy Chair 
Snow, snow go away, come back another day! 

By The Chairman 
 

 
It will be good to see the back of the cold weather that we have just been experiencing and get some warmer days 
to get out and about. The bad weather did bring compensations to Pauline and I as we had over seventy fieldfares 
mixed with a few mistle thrushes feeding on the crab apple tree across the road from us. I can’t forget, however, 
that this is spring, and, as some of you know, spring started on the 17th of December as it is around this date each 
year that I start to hear the mistle thrush sing as they start to defend their chosen breeding areas. And as I write 
this on the 8th of March I have already seen dunnocks chasing each other around the garden, the house sparrows 
are twittering in the hedges like a bunch of rowdy school children and the robin in the garden has started to nest 
build. So it’s time to get out there, shake off the winter blues and revel in the longer days and that hint of warmth to 
come. 

 
One of 70+ Fieldfare in a Thorpe Hesley garden photo by P. Rutherford 

 
 
 
 



 

All of a Twitter! 
By Catherine Artindale 

 

Well I have broken my social media virginity and created a Twitter account, not for myself but for the BNA group. 
My motive for doing this was that I have found myself increasingly drawn to the BNA science Twitter account 
which you can link to from the BNA website.  Many of the tweets were just lovely pictures of wildlife which were 
rather super in themselves, but a lot of them were links to articles, reports and studies about all aspects of the 
natural world.  Some of these I found absolutely fascinating and I realised it was a way to really broaden my 
horizons and deepen my understanding of the natural world. 
 

So as we were being encouraged as a group to create a Twitter account - most other BNA branches have one - I 
thought I would volunteer.  And I have concentrated on things that are happening locally.  So to give you a flavour 
of what I have posted - “retweeted” to use the jargon:  quite a bit on the Back from the Brink project about trying to 
save the Willow tit from extinction in the Dearne Valley; some things about the Don Catchment River Trust which 
is trying to improve the Don and it’s tributary rivers, including the Dearne, for both wildlife and heritage; the 
Sheffield Wildlife Trust’s project surveying the return of otters to the Don and some things about the Moors for the 
Future project that David Hughes introduced us to last year - so a little bit of something for everyone I hope.  
Additionally of course we can tweet about our own activities and I have done just a few so far including the 
workshop on winter trees Steve ran for Suffolk Wildlife Trust, and a photo from the recce Roy and Mark did for the 
February group meeting at Potteric Carr. 
 

So please do take a look there might be something that interests you! The Twitter account is public and the only 
issue you will have if you don’t have your own account is that every now and then something will pop up on your 
screen encouraging you to create one - simply delete it and carry on reading! To find the account just put 
@syorksbna into your search engine and up it will come! If you read a tweet that interests you there will usually 
be a link that you can click which will take you to more information.   
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Coming up this spring……. 
 
May 5th – Spring Visit to Staveley Nature Reserve in North Yorkshire, a chance to see this reserve in the spring 
as the trees and flowers start to grow encouraging the butterflies and bees, meet in the car park of Staveley at 
11am (bring a packed lunch and please car share as there is limited parking) 
 
June 10th – evening visit to Old Moor to see the wild flowers and pollinators, meet in the car park at 5.30pm 
(note this is a Sunday and please make sure you leave the reserve before 8pm as the gates are locked then) 
 
June 27th to 30th – Summer at the Seaside, a short break to Brightlingsea in Essex and including nature of the salt 
marshes, bees along the sea wall and a day on Mersea Island (please note this is fully booked and details will be 
sent to all those taking part) 
 
Copy date for the summer issue is July 1st please send me your photos and articles or any snippets of nature! – 

prutherford161@btinternet.com 

 

And remember our new twitter site @syorksbna; send anything – photos, interesting news, sightings, links to natural 

history sites etc send to Catherine (or me) cartindale56@gmail.com 

 
 


